Introduction {#sec1}
============

Binocular rivalry is a classic example of bistable perception, where visual awareness oscillates between two percepts (i.e., clockwise and counter-clockwise oriented gratings) despite constant and incoherent stimulation of the two eyes (e.g., clockwise to the left eye and counter-clockwise to the right eye). Much research has been dedicated to identifying the mechanisms leading to the perceptual switches. A major role is typically assigned to reciprocal inhibitory interactions across neuronal populations encoding each eye\'s percept, at multiple stages of visual processing ([@bib7]; [@bib31]; [@bib34]; [@bib35]; [@bib45]; [@bib53]; [@bib60]; [@bib69]; [@bib71]; [@bib76])---and similar models apply to other bistable/rivalrous phenomena, such as structure from motion rivalry ([@bib14]; [@bib71]), but see ([@bib23]; [@bib55]).

In formal rivalry models, mutual inhibition simultaneously influences two distinct properties of rivalry. On the one hand, interocular inhibition is critical for instantiating the competition between eyes for visual awareness ([@bib29]; [@bib52]), and decreased inhibition implies increased periods of nonrivalrous mixed perception, that is, periods where neither eye dominates perception but the two images mix into a fused percept ([@bib51]). In contrast, increased inhibition is related to longer durations of dominance phases, i.e. periods during which the image in either eye completely dominates perception. This finding is supported by magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) evidence in humans, indicating that higher levels of the inhibitory neurotransmitter gamma-amino butyric acid (GABA) in the occipital cortex is related to longer dominance phases ([@bib47]; [@bib71]; but see [@bib23]; [@bib55]). A recent study ([@bib44]) specifically supported the hypothesis that two distinct forms of GABAergic inhibition may be differently involved in regulating these two rivalry properties: mixed percepts and dominance phase durations.

Intracortical GABAergic inhibition is not only instrumental in modulating interocular suppression or summation, but it also affects selectivity in many other dimensions ([@bib19]; [@bib22]; [@bib71]). In particular, one fundamental perceptual mechanism relying on inhibition is surround suppression, whereby visual processing of one stimulus is affected---through competitive interactions---by the stimuli in the surrounding visual field. Surrounding inhibition may modify the quality of perception, for example, by inducing a shift of perceived orientation of a target grating, which is tilted away from the orientation of the surrounding grating, the so-called tilt illusion ([@bib17]). Theoretical models of the tilt illusion suggest a neural mechanism (or mechanisms) that involves inhibition in V1 ([@bib11]; [@bib12]; [@bib18]; [@bib59]; [@bib61]; [@bib64]). Furthermore, this phenomenon has been linked to GABAergic inhibition through MRS in humans ([@bib19]; [@bib47]; [@bib56]; [@bib62]; [@bib65]).

Recent evidence indicates that inhibitory GABAergic signaling also plays a critical role in setting the level of neuroplasticity in the visual cortex, both during development and in the adult brain. Neuroplasticity refers to the capability of neural networks to change and adapt to the external environment ([@bib4]; [@bib57]). This property is maximal during early childhood, when sensory systems gradually organize and fine tune in response to environmental inputs ([@bib4]; [@bib25]; [@bib26]; [@bib75]). Abnormal visual experience in this early critical period can produce long-lasting structural and functional changes. For example, monocular deprivation during the critical period leads to long-lasting suppression of the deprived eye, a medical condition called amblyopia ([@bib4]; [@bib33]; [@bib43]; [@bib46]). These forms of neuroplasticity decrease with age, in parallel with the development of intracortical inhibitory signaling, particularly GABAergic ([@bib13]; [@bib68]). Consequently, when deprivation occurs in the adult individual, long-lasting effects are not usually seen.

However, mounting evidence suggests that the adult sensory cortex does retain a degree of plasticity ([@bib3]; [@bib73]). Functional changes have been observed with perceptual learning ([@bib20]; [@bib21]; [@bib27], [@bib28]; [@bib74]), and short-term visual deprivation ([@bib6]; [@bib30]; [@bib36]; [@bib37]; [@bib38]; [@bib78]; [@bib79]; [@bib80]). Studies on adult human plasticity have used a variety of visual manipulations; [@bib78] showed that a few hours deprivation of one cardinal orientation leads to enhanced sensitivity to the deprived orientation---the opposite effect observed during development when the deprived orientation response is suppressed ([@bib10]). Similarly, 2 hours of monocular contrast deprivation is followed by a transient boost of the deprived eye ([@bib6]; [@bib36]; [@bib37]; [@bib38]; [@bib40]; [@bib79]; [@bib80])---opposite to the amblyopia induced by monocular deprivation during the critical period. Importantly, in amblyopic patients, the transient boost is accompanied by an improvement in visual acuity that persists for months after patching ([@bib41]), suggesting that this form of homeostatic plasticity can be conducive to other more permanent system rearrangements.

Despite the well-established replicability of the effect ([@bib5]; [@bib6]; [@bib36]; [@bib37]; [@bib38]; [@bib40]; [@bib41]; [@bib79]; [@bib80]; [@bib81]), the response to short-term deprivation presents a high level of interindividual variability, possibly reflecting an individual susceptibility to neuronal plasticity. Interestingly, this variability has been related to cortical inhibitory mechanisms, given the strong correlation between the transient boost of the deprived eye and the decrease in GABA concentration in occipital cortex measured by MRS ([@bib40]).

Given this link between homeostatic plasticity and GABA, we investigate here whether the interindividual variability on short-term plasticity can be explained, at least partially, by other perceptual tasks strongly mediated by intracortical inhibitory circuitry. We measured interindividual variability in a relatively large group of participants, ocular dominance short-term plasticity, binocular rivalry, structure from motion rivalry, and tilt illusion induced by surround context.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Human subjects {#sec2-1}
--------------

Experimental procedures were approved by the regional ethics committee (Comitato Etico Pediatrico Regionale---Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Meyer---Firenze; protocol "Plasticita' del Sistema visivo") and are in line with the declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant, which included consent to process and preserve the data and publish them in anonymous form.

We recruited 54 volunteers (40 females, 14 males; mean age, 26.5 ± 3.5 years) who were selected to have (i) normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal color vision, (ii) no known history of amblyopia, eye surgery, or other active eye disease (such as keratoconus), (iii) typical ocular dominance balance measured with binocular rivalry (before deprivation). We included all participants with a ratio of mean phase durations of the dominant over the nondominant eye smaller than 0.2 log units.

Experimental design and procedure {#sec2-2}
---------------------------------

Each participant reported to our laboratory at 9.00 a.m. (after breakfast) and performed three psychophysical tasks: tilt illusion, structure from motion, and binocular rivalry. Owing to a technical failure, data from four participants in the structure from motion and tilt illusion tasks are not available. Immediately after these baseline measures, a subset of 34 participants agreed to undergo a procedure of short-term monocular deprivation described elsewhere in this article.

### Stimuli and apparatus {#sec2-2-1}

#### Tilt illusion {#sec2-2-1-1}

The tilt illusion stimulus was generated with PsychoPhysics Toolbox routines for MATLAB and presented at a distance of 57 cm on a Sony Trinitron Multiscan E230 linearized monitor (1024 × 768 pixels, 100 Hz) by a Macbook Pro (OSX El Capitan, 10.11.6). The stimulus comprised a centrally presented target grating (diameter: 1.2° of visual angle, or deg) of variable orientation, surrounded by an annular grating (diameter 2.88˚) with the same spatial frequency (2 cpd) and contrast (21% Michelson). The target grating and the surround annulus differed in orientation by either --15° or +15° and could be presented around ±45˚. To minimize the impact of vertical/horizontal edges on orientation judgments, the stimulus was shown at the center of a mid-level grey disk (diameter 21.3˚), overlaid with a small white fixation point (diameter 0.15˚).

The target and surround were presented simultaneously within a temporal Gaussian window of 100 ms full width at half maximum. Three seconds after the stimulus offset, observers performed a two-alternative forced choice task, reporting the orientation of the target (more vertical or horizontal, ignoring the surround). Participants completed 120 trials, divided into four blocks. For the first 12 trials, target orientation was chosen between 33˚ and 57˚ (where smaller values indicate more vertical stimuli). For the rest of the trials, the target orientation was determined by fitting two independent Gaussian functions (one per surround orientation) and homing in on the median of each curve using two independent adaptive procedures.

The median of the Gaussian fit to the complete dataset (60 trials per surround orientation) estimated the point of subjective equality to 45 deg, that is, the target orientation that is reported as closer to vertical on 50% of trials. The distance between the point of subjective equality to 45 deg for the two surround orientations was taken as the magnitude index of the tilt illusion. Positive values indicate a repulsive effect of the surround orientation over the perceived target orientation.

#### Structure from motion {#sec2-2-1-2}

The apparatus for generating the structure from motion stimulus was the same as for the tilt illusion stimulus. The structure from motion stimulus was made of 300 dots (diameter 0.3˚), randomly placed within a rectangular aperture (8˚ wide and 14˚ tall) shown at screen center and overlaid with a red 0.15˚ fixation mark. One-half of the dots were black (0.08 cd/m^2^) and moved rightwards; the rest were white (68 cd/m^2^) and moved leftwards, both with a linear velocity profile that followed a cosine function, peaking at 3.9°/s at screen center.

The resulting stimulus could be perceived as a cylinder rotating about its vertical axis at 60°/s (taking 6 seconds to complete a revolution), with bistable direction: clockwise (with white dots forming the front surface, and black dots forming the rear one) and counter-clockwise (with black dots forming the front surface). A third possibility was a mixed percept, where neither clockwise nor counter-clockwise coherent percept dominated perception exclusively. The stimulus was played for 10 trials of 59s each (and 1-second intertrial intervals) and observers continuously reported their perception by pressing one of the three keys, corresponding with clockwise, counter-clockwise, and mixed percepts.

#### Binocular rivalry {#sec2-2-1-3}

Stimuli for binocular rivalry were two luminance contrast modulated Gaussian-vignetted sinusoidal gratings (orientation: ±45°, σ: 2°, spatial frequency: 2 cpd, contrast: 50%), presented dichoptically on a uniform equiluminant background, with a binocular central black fixation point and a squared black frame to facilitate fusion. Visual stimuli were generated by the ViSaGe (CRS, Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, UK) housed in a PC (Dell) controlled by MATLAB programs and displayed on a linearized monitor (Barco CDCT 6551, 800 × 600 pixels, 140 Hz). Dichoptic presentation was achieved through CRS ferromagnetic shutter goggles (Cambridge Research Systems) that alternated the two gratings at each frame. Observers had their head stabilized with a chin rest and viewed the display at a distance of 57 cm.

Binocular rivalry was measured in two short sessions (each comprising two runs of 3 minutes each), immediately before and after the short-term monocular deprivation. During each trial, participants continuously reported their perception (clockwise, or +45° oriented grating, counter-clockwise, or --45° oriented grating, and mixed) by pressing one of three keys. Participants were instructed to classify the stimuli as mixed when none of the two gratings appeared to clearly dominate perception. Each participant was given ample opportunity to practice the task (associating the appropriate response key to each monocularly presented stimulus, and familiarizing with the binocular rivalry phenomenon) before starting the experiment.

#### Monocular deprivation {#sec2-2-1-4}

Monocular deprivation was achieved by patching the dominant eye, defined as the eye with longer mean phase duration in binocular rivalry, for 2 hours. Dominance was also confirmed using the Porta test ([@bib36]).

As in previous studies ([@bib6]; [@bib37]; [@bib38]), the eye patch was made of a translucent plastic material that allowed light to reach the retina (attenuation 15%), but no pattern information, as assessed by the Fourier transform of a natural world image seen through the eye patch. During the 2 hours of monocular deprivation, participants were free to read, work at the computer, or walk around the laboratory (but not to eat or sleep).

To quantify the plasticity effect elicited by monocular deprivation, we computed an ocular dominance index, calculated as in [Equation 1](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and examined it before versus after deprivation $$OD = \frac{p_{d}}{\left( {p_{d} + p_{nd}} \right)}$$where *p* is the ratio between the time spent seeing with either the deprived (*d*) or nondeprived (*nd*) eye over the total dominance time (i.e., mixed excluded) and *OD* is ocular dominance. In previous work, the plasticity effect was evaluated by comparing the dominance of the deprived eye after deprivation versus the same value before deprivation ([@bib41]). Here we chose to assess it using only data acquired after deprivation to have an index that is statistically independent from measurements of the predeprivation sessions. This difference is important, given that we aimed to correlate the plasticity effect with the predeprivation dynamic parameters, like mixed percept and phase duration. Given that we selected participants with balanced eyes before deprivation, the ocular dominance index of [Equation 1](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is very similar to that used in previous research ([@bib39]).

Reliability analysis {#sec2-3}
--------------------

To assess the reliability and consistency of our dataset, we used a split-half approach ([@bib2]). For the tilt illusion, we randomly assigned trials to two subsets and correlated them across participants. For binocular rivalry, we correlated the parameters estimated in the first one-half of the data acquisition with that of the second half. Similarly, for the structure from motion test, we split the ten 60-second-long trials into two sets (the first five in one set, the rest in the other) and correlated them across participants. These correlation coefficients are reported in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, with their associated *p* values and lgBF values, i.e. the base-10 logarithm of the JZS Bayes Factor. For this and the other analyses in the paper, lgBF quantifies the evidence for or against the null hypothesis, with \|lgBF\| \> 0.5 indicating substantial evidence for (negative lgBF) or against (positive lgBF) the null hypothesis. In addition, we used the Spearman-Brown prediction formula ([@bib66], [@bib67]) to transform these coefficients into reliability estimates, reported in the last column of the [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Split-half Reliability Analysis.

  Parameter             Rho    p value  lgBF     Reliability
  -------------------- ------ --------- ------- -------------
  BR mpd before         0.85   \<0.001  13.39       0.92
  BR % mixed before     0.59   \<0.001  3.84        0.75
  BR mpd after          0.81   \<0.001  6.3         0.89
  BR % mixed after      0.72   \<0.001  3.98        0.83
  SFM mpd               0.80   \<0.001  9.41        0.89
  Tilt illusion size    0.64   \<0.001  4.54        0.78

Results {#sec3}
=======

We measured interindividual variability across 50 healthy adult observers, in three tasks: tilt illusion, structure from motion, and binocular rivalry. Our primary aim was to establish whether performance in any of these tasks could predict the homeostatic plasticity induced by monocular deprivation. In addition, we investigated the associations between the three tasks, measured before the monocular deprivation procedure.

[Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B show example results for the tilt illusion task: psychometric curves obtained for one participant with a continuously changing target and surround stimuli oriented at ±15° from the target. The perceived orientation of the target was repulsed away from the surround orientation. The repulsive illusory effect was present in all tested participants. The mean orientation difference, 14.7 ± 5.53° (mean ± standard error across participants), was highly significant, t(49) = --18.92, *p* \< 0.001, lgBF = 21.0. This finding was not associated with any change of steepness of the psychometric functions, t(49) = 0.67, *p* = 0.508, lgBF = --0.7. A split-half reliability test (see Methods and [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) showed that the internal consistency of the tilt illusion magnitude is 0.78, moderately high.

![The three psychophysical tasks. (A, B) Tilt illusion. (A) Stimulus arrangement, showing an example case where the target is oriented at 45° (dashed line) but appears as tilted clockwise owing to the surround (tilted counter-clockwise from 45°). (B) Example of psychometric curves for trials with surround tilted ±15° from the target; the separation of the curves (measured by the difference in their points of subjective equality \[PSEs\] to 45°) estimates the magnitude of the tilt illusion. (C, D) Structure from motion. (C) Two clouds of white and black dots moving rightwards or leftwards, respectively, could be perceived as a cylinder rotating about its vertical axis, with bistable direction: clockwise or counter-clockwise. (D) Probability density function of the normalized phase durations for each percept. The dashed line shows the mean of the distributions, which by definition is equal to 1. (E, F) Binocular rivalry. (E) Stimulus display, made of two orthogonal Gabors presented dichoptically. (F) Probability density function of the normalized phase durations for each eye (deprived and nondeprived). Same format as in (D).](jovi-20-7-6-f001){#fig1}

[Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D show results for the structure from motion task. For each participant, we normalized phase durations for the two main percepts (clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation) to their mean, then computed a probability density function, which was finally averaged across participants. The mean phase durations were 10.6 ± 1.15 seconds (mean ± standard error of the mean), for the clockwise percept, and 10.6 ± 1.12 seconds for the counter-clockwise percept. Mixed precepts amounted to a small proportion of the total viewing time 10.81 ± 1.09%. The split-half analysis revealed that mean phase durations had a reliability of 0.89, moderately high.

Finally, [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E and [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F show the results for the binocular rivalry task. For each observer, we normalized the phase duration for the deprived (pink) and nondeprived eye (green) to their mean; the probability density functions were then averaged across participants, yielding very similar curves for the two eyes. The average phase durations were 4.43 ± 0.23 seconds (mean ± standard error of the mean) for the dominant eye and of 4.2 ± 0.22 seconds for the nondominant one. The proportion of viewing time during which each eye dominated percept was 0.47 ± 0.05 for the dominant eye, and 0.43 ± 0.05 for the nondominant, corresponding with a mean ocular dominance index of 0.52 ± 0.05. The mixed percepts dominated for a small proportion of the total viewing time (9.97 ± 0.78%). We used the split-half analysis based on the temporal order of the participant\'s reports to compute the reliability of both these parameters, separately for sessions before and after deprivation. In all cases, reliability indices are 0.75 or greater (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

We found systematic associations between performance in the three tasks (all performed before deprivation).

[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} explores the two main parameters describing binocular rivalry: mean phase durations (averaged for the two eyes) and proportion of mixed percepts, which are themselves not correlated: r(34) = --0.21, *p* = 0.23, lgBF = --0.6. We found a tight correlation between binocular rivalry mean phase durations and the magnitude of the tilt illusion, r(50) = 0.49, *p* \<0.001, lgBF = 1.9, across participants, those with slower binocular rivalry dynamics are those showing stronger tilt illusion effects ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). The correlation remains significant, r(49) = 0.41, *p* = 0.003, lgBF = 0.89, after excluding the outlier in the top right of [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A.

![Associations between task performances. Associations between predeprivation performance in binocular rivalry, measured as mean phase duration (A and C) or proportion of mixed percepts (B and D), and magnitude of the tilt illusion (A and B) or mean phase durations in the structure from motion (C and D). Each symbol is one participant; the continuous horizontal line shows the mean of the values on the ordinate; the red lines show the best fit linear function with CIs. Text insets give the Pearson\'s correlation with associated sample size and *p* value.](jovi-20-7-6-f002){#fig2}

We also found a mild positive correlation between mean phase durations in binocular rivalry and structure from motion, r(50) = 0.29, *p* \<0.05, lgBF = --0.1, implying a portion of shared variance in the rate of perceptual alternation in the two bistable phenomena ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C).

The other main parameter of binocular rivalry, the percentage of mixed percept, was not significantly correlated with either tilt illusion magnitude, r(50) = --0.25, *p* = 0.07, lgBF = --0.3, [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B,or structure from motion mean phase durations, r(50) = --0.23, *p* = 0.22, lgBF = --0.6, [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D. Also, the magnitude of the tilt illusion was not significantly correlated with the structure from motion mean phase durations, r(50) = 0.21, *p* = 0.138, lgBF = --0.48; not shown.

Having established the pattern of correlations at baseline, we investigated the ability of these measures to predict the effect of monocular deprivation on the dynamics of binocular rivalry.

In line with previous studies, we found that monocular deprivation affected ocular dominance, shifting it in favor of the deprived eye, t(33) = --9.07, *p* \< 0.001, [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B. This was primarily due to an increase in phase durations for the deprived eye, t(33) = --7.095, *p* \< 0.001, and also to a smaller and nonsignificant decrease for the nondeprived eye, t(33) = 1.792, *p* = 0.082, resulting in a significant Time × Eye interaction in a two-way ANOVA for repeated measures, F(1,33) = 56.35235, *p* \< 0.001, [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C and 3D show that deprivation affected the distribution of phase durations for each eye, normalized to its predeprivation mean. The distribution of phase durations for the deprived eye became broader and shifted toward the longer durations (the mean moving from 4.43 ± 0.23 seconds to 5.67 ± 0.25 seconds), whereas the distribution of phase durations for the nondeprived eye was only marginally shifted in the opposite direction (mean before, 4.20 ± 0.22 seconds; mean after, 3.77 ± 0.15 seconds). Despite these changes, distributions maintained their typical gamma-like characteristics.

![Effects of monocular deprivation. (A) Mean phase durations for each eye (deprived and nondeprived), before and after deprivation. Error bars are standard errors across participants; the top black stars indicate the significance of the Time × Eye interaction; red and green stars give the significance of the change across deprivation for the deprived and nondeprived eye respectively; black stars near the *x*-axis give the significance of the difference across eyes, before and after deprivation. (B) Dominance of the deprived eye ([Equation 1](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), measured before and after deprivation. Each dot is one participant; bars give the mean across participants and black stars show the significance of the paired *t* test. (C, D) Probability density functions of the mean phase durations for each eye (nondeprived and deprived, respectively), normalized to the respective pre-deprivation mean. Dashed lines show the means, which by definition are equal to 1 for before deprivation, but shift right or left for the after deprivation, reflecting the plasticity effect. (E) Percentage of mixed percepts, before and after deprivation. Each dot is one participant; bars give the mean across participants and text shows the significance of the paired *t* test. (F) Association between postdeprivation ocular dominance (OD post) and the percentage of mixed percepts before deprivation. Each symbol is one participant; the continuous horizontal line shows the mean OD post; the red line shows the best fit linear function with CI s. Text insets give the Pearson\'s correlation with associated sample size and p-value. ns, nonsignificant. \**p* \< 0.05; \*\**p* \< 0.01; \*\*\**p* \< 0.001 .](jovi-20-7-6-f003){#fig3}

Finally, [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E plots the proportion of mixed percepts before and after deprivation, which were unaffected, t(33) = 0.97, *p* = 0.33, lgBF = --0.5. Note that this measurement was tightly correlated before/after deprivation, r(34) = 0.66, *p* \< 0.001, lgBF = 3.1, suggesting that the failure to measure a change cannot be due to its unreliability (see also the split-half reliability reported in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

As shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B, ocular dominance shows considerable interindividual variability. However, this is unrelated before/after deprivation, r(34) = 0.13, *p* = 0.45, lgBF = --0.8: our participants were selected to have balanced eyes, and a slight ocular preference before deprivation is not predictive of a larger (or smaller) ocular dominance imbalance after deprivation.

Although the baseline ocular dominance is not predictive of the plasticity effect, we found that the prominence of mixed percepts does predict the effect of monocular deprivation. Specifically, we found a positive correlation between the percentage of mixed percepts before deprivation and the ocular imbalance after deprivation, r(34) = 0.53, *p* \< 0.01, lgBF = 1.3. This robust association implies that participants who experienced more mixed percepts before deprivation tend to show a stronger dominance of the deprived eye, after deprivation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F).

Ocular dominance after deprivation was not correlated with the other parameters describing perceptual performance before deprivation ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A--[4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C): the mean duration of binocular rivalry phases, averaged for the two eyes, r(34) = --0.06, *p* = 0.750, lgBF = --0.85, the magnitude of the tilt illusion, r(30) = --0.09, *p* = 0.619, lgBF = --0.80, or the mean duration of structure from motion phases, r(30) = --0.15, *p* = 0.418, lgBF = --0.71. However, entering any of these parameters in a multiple regression model significantly increased its ability to capture interindividual variability in ocular dominance after deprivation compared with a single-regressor model including only the prominence of mixed percepts ([Equation 3](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The single-regressor model explains 27.6% of postdeprivation ocular dominance variance, R^2^ = 0.276, adjusted R^2^ = 0.254, F (32,1) = 12.22, *p* \< 0.001. $$OD_{post}{} = \beta 0 + \beta 1_{Mixed} + err$$

![Associations between postdeprivation ocular dominance and predeprivation psychophysical performance. (A--C) Association between postdeprivation ocular dominance and the three main parameters of predeprivation performance, besides mixed percepts in binocular rivalry (shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F): the mean duration of binocular rivalry phases (A), magnitude of the tilt illusion (B), and mean duration of structure from motion phases (C). None of these parameters is directly related to the plasticity effect. However, all three interact significantly with binocular rivalry mixed percepts in explaining postdeprivation ocular dominance, as shown by the multiple regression analysis. This is visualized in D through I, which display the same correlations as in A through C, measured in two subsamples of participants: those with mixed percepts lower (D--F) or higher (G--I) than the median value (10%). Same conventions as in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F.](jovi-20-7-6-f004){#fig4}

A more complex model ([Equation 4](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}) considering both mixed percepts and the mean duration of binocular rivalry phases (averaged for the two eyes), both measured before deprivation, allows for explaining 43.8% of variability in postdeprivation ocular dominance, R^2^ = 0.43, adjusted R^2^ = 0.38, F(30,2) = 7.788, *p* = 0.001. $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{OD_{post}} & = & {\beta 0 + \beta 1_{Mixed} + \beta 2_{PhaseDur}} \\
 & & {+ \,\beta 3_{Mixed*PhaseDur} + err} \\
\end{array}$$

The multiple regression analysis reveals a significant interaction term (β3~Mixed\*PhaseDur~ = --0.581, confidence interval \[CI\] = \[--0.989 to --0.173\]), implying that the effect of mean phase duration varies depending on the percentage of mixed percepts. We explored this with [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}G, by plotting the postdeprivation ocular imbalance against the mean duration of binocular rivalry phases, separately for participants with higher or lower prominence of mixed percepts before deprivation (median split). Longer phase durations predict a reduced effect of deprivation, but only for individuals experiencing a relatively high percentage of mixed percepts ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}G), not for the other half of the sample ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D).

A similar picture emerges when entering the model with the magnitude of the tilt illusion ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E, and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}H) and the mean duration of structure from motion phases ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F, and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}I). Both parameters are correlated with binocular rivalry mean phase durations (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}); consequently, they both play a similar role in the multiple regression model.

The model including magnitude of the tilt illusion, [Equation 5](#equ5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, R^2^ = 0.391, adjusted R^2^ = 0.33, F(30,2) = 5.560, *p* = 0.004, reveals a significant interaction between tilt illusion magnitude and the percentage of mixed percepts in pre-deprivation binocular rivalry, β3~Mixed\*TiltIll~ = --0.11, CI = \[--0.21 to --0.01\]. $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{OD_{post}} & = & {\beta 0 + \beta 1_{Mixed} + \beta 2_{TiltIll}} \\
 & & {+ \,\beta 3_{Mixed*TiltIll} + err} \\
\end{array}$$

Similarly, the model including the mean duration of structure from motion phases ([Equation 6](#equ6){ref-type="disp-formula"}), R^2^ = 0.41, adjusted R^2^ = 0.35, F(30,2) = 6.032, *p* = 0.003, reveals a significant interaction between structure from motion phase durations and the percentage of mixed percepts in pre-deprivation binocular rivalry, β3~Mixed\*SFM~ = --0.144, CI = \[--0.280 to --0.008\]. $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{OD_{post}} & = & {\beta 0 + \beta 1_{Mixed} + \beta 2_{SFM}} \\
 & & {+ \,\beta 3_{Mixed*SFM} + err} \\
\end{array}$$

[Equations 4](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [6](#equ6){ref-type="disp-formula"} have similar adjusted R^2^, and they all represent better models than the single-predictor model ([Equation 3](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We also tested a more complex model including all these parameters and their interaction, but this did not further increase the adjusted R^2^, R^2^ = 0.499, adjusted R^2^ = 0.339, F(30,2) = 2.619, *p* = 0.037.

A similar pattern of results was obtained when measuring plasticity as the change of ocular dominance before versus after deprivation (instead of ocular dominance after deprivation). In particular, the interaction indices for all three models described in [Equations 4](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [6](#equ6){ref-type="disp-formula"} are significant, β3~Mixed\*PhaseDur~ = -51.992, CI = \[--91.215 to --12.769\], *p* = 0.003; β3~Mixed\*TiltIll~ = --12.237, CI = \[--21.026 to --3.448\], *p* = 0.003; β3~Mixed\*SFM~ = --13.624, CI = \[--25.931 to --1.317\], *p* = 0.004.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

The main aim of our research was to test the possibility of predicting the strength of homeostatic sensory plasticity, induced through short-term monocular deprivation, based on performance in standard, well-known psychophysical tests: binocular rivalry, structure from motion, and tilt illusion. As a preliminary step toward this goal, we also investigated interindividual variability in each task and checked for potential associations between tasks at baseline (before the monocular deprivation procedure).

We found a surprising and strong association between the dynamics of binocular rivalry and the magnitude of the tilt illusion. These tasks differ on a number of levels (one requires continuous reporting of percept, the other relies on a standard two-alternative forced choice task; one is strictly foveal, the other measures the influence of a parafoveal region) and their association has never been hypothesized. However, inhibitory mechanisms are assumed to underlay both phenomena. The tilt illusion may be mediated by inhibitory and disinhibitory interactions between spatial frequency and orientation-selective mechanisms at multiple levels of the cortical processing hierarchy. Theoretical models of the tilt illusion suggest a neural mechanism (or mechanisms) that involves inhibition in V1 ([@bib11]; [@bib12]; [@bib18]; [@bib59]; [@bib61]; [@bib64]). In line with this, recent MRS studies in humans have linked occipital GABA levels with the magnitude of tilt illusion ([@bib19]; [@bib62]; [@bib65]). Combining MRS studies on tilt illusion and binocular rivalry, showing that occipital GABA is positively correlated with tilt illusion magnitude ([@bib65]) and positively correlated with the duration of mean phases of binocular rivalry ([@bib71]), one would predict a positive correlation between tilt illusion magnitude and binocular rivalry phase durations. This pattern of results is precisely that we report.

We also found that the dynamics of the two bistable phenomena (duration of perceptual phases in binocular rivalry and structure from motion) were mildly correlated---participants with longer phase durations in binocular rivalry, tended to experience longer phases in structure from motion. There is considerable evidence that different bistable phenomena share at least partially some underlying mechanisms ([@bib32]), generally involving reciprocal inhibition between competing neural representations ([@bib8]; [@bib9]; [@bib15]). However, previous studies find weak (nonsignificant) correlations between binocular rivalry and bistable structure from motion dynamics ([@bib14]; [@bib16]), attributing this lack of correlation to the possibility that the two sets of stimuli may be processed by very different brain mechanisms. Here we did observe a correlation between these two widely different stimuli; however, the correlation is weak and hence not inconsistent with previous reports. Moreover, one factor potentially playing an important role in explaining this correlation is motor noise, shared between the two forms of bistability (both reported by continuous key presses) ([@bib23]), but see also ([@bib14]). Lacking a rivalry replay control condition to isolate the impact of motor noise on rivalry reports, we cannot exclude that this phenomenon contributes to the correlations we observed.

Although the main parameter used to describe the dynamics of binocular rivalry is the duration of perceptual phases (or the rate of perceptual switches), a second parameter is gaining interest in the literature: the proportion of mixed percepts, where images in the two eyes, rather than competing, fuse in a mixed percept. A recent meta-analysis ([@bib14]) reported a lack of consensus on the way mixed percepts are quantified and analyzed, as well as on the importance that is attached to parameter. In many binocular rivalry experiments, participants are not given the option to report mixed percepts---they can only report which eye is relatively dominant ([@bib14]; [@bib47]). In contrast, several recent studies have specifically examined individual differences in the predominance of mixed perception, either focusing on different mixed percepts subtypes ([@bib63]) or, for example, relating it to autistic spectrum disorders and the alterations of cortical inhibition that may accompany them ([@bib50]; [@bib52]). [@bib44]) went further, suggesting that the proportion of mixed percepts and the duration of exclusive-dominance phases are independently regulated by two distinct inhibitory pathways. Specifically, they show how the duration of mixed percepts and that of exclusive dominance during binocular rivalry are modulated differently by GABA-A (less mixed, no change in percepts durations) and GABA-B (mainly more percepts durations, and slightly less mixed) agonists. In line with this finding, we find that binocular rivalry mean phase durations and mixed percepts are not significantly correlated, despite a nonsignificant negative trend that may be a byproduct of mixed percepts usually occurring at the transition between phases, implying that participants with shorter phases will tend to have more mixed percepts. We speculate that mixed percepts may indicate interocular summation, the logic opposite of interocular inhibition, which would be consistent with [@bib44] observation that pharmacologically increasing GABA leads to a decrease of mixed percepts, but only if the manipulation occurs at the GABA-A receptor. This implies that mixed percepts are a stimulus-specific index of bistability---explaining its lack of correlation with any parameter of structure from motion and tilt illusion. It may also explain its importance in predicting the change of binocular rivalry with monocular deprivation, which is thought to modulate the balance between eyes by interfering with interocular inhibition, and has been correlated with MRS estimates of occipital GABA levels ([@bib40]). Our results regarding mixed percepts are in contrast with those of [@bib63]: we found no change in mixed percepts while they found an increase both in proportion and phase duration after deprivation. This difference could be due to different methodologic procedures used; in fact, [@bib63] instructed their participants to differentiate between different kinds of mixed percepts (piecemeal vs superimposition), whereas we decided to avoid this as a possible confusion for our participant.

We measured the effects of monocular deprivation on binocular rivalry on a sample of 34 participants, a larger sample than those used in previous studies from our laboratory ([@bib6]; [@bib37]; [@bib38]) and others' ([@bib79]). Besides confirming the robustness and replicability of the monocular deprivation effect, these figures give us a chance to leverage the substantial interindividual variability of the effect to assess the predictive power of several perceptual indices measured before monocular deprivation. The proportion of mixed percepts was found to be stable before and after monocular deprivation, and to have the greatest predictive power on the monocular deprivation effect. However, including binocular rivalry mean phase durations as a second predictor allowed for the substantially larger portion (almost 50%) of variance in the monocular deprivation effect. Similar, although lower, predictive power was achieved by substituting binocular rivalry mean phase durations with structure from motion phase durations or tilt illusion magnitude (as may be expected, given the positive correlation among these three variables, discussed elsewhere in this article). In all models, a key component was the interaction between mixed percepts and phase durations (or tilt illusion magnitude), which may be taken to suggest that at least two different mechanisms may influence the effect of monocular deprivation, possibly related to two (or more) distinct inhibitory mechanisms acting at the level of the visual cortex.

In fact, anatomophysiologic evidence indicates that the population of GABAergic interneurons in V1 is extremely heterogeneous ([@bib70]), comprising at least two very distinct classes of cells ([@bib42]; [@bib48]; [@bib57]). Parvalbumin cells ([@bib58]) mediate local inhibitory interactions and could mediate the reciprocal inhibition between neighboring ocular dominance cells ([@bib24]; [@bib54]; [@bib70]). Somatostatin expressing inhibitory neurons, in contrast, act at a more global level, mediating long-range interactions across remote visual field regions and have been specifically associated with center--surround interactions ([@bib1]; [@bib72]; [@bib77]). Somatostatin expressing inhibitory neurons have been suggested to play a role in short-term plasticity, proposing that their modulation during physical exercise ([@bib41]) could be responsible for the enhanced plasticity reported in [@bib40a]. Interestingly, our findings show that variability in short-term plasticity is explained by at least two independent factors related, possibly, to GABAergic inhibition. This finding may suggest an influence of parvalbumin cells inhibitory mechanisms that modulates interocular inhibition revealed by mixed percepts measures and of long-range mechanisms through somatostatin expressing inhibitory neurons that modulate center--surround inhibition ([@bib17]) and dynamics of bistability. The interaction between the two factors observed in our results is reminiscent of a normalization model ([@bib49]), whereby relatively low local inhibition (high prevalence of mixed percepts) is permissive for long-range inhibition to drive the plasticity effect: slow bistable dynamics or strong center--surround interactions predict smaller plasticity, but high local inhibition (low prevalence of mixed percepts) obscure the effects of the other inhibitory input. We acknowledge that this model is entirely speculative and, although indirectly supported by evidence of multiple sources, requires further research.

In conclusion, we find that a significant portion of interindividual variability in short-term plasticity may be predicted based on performance on standard psychophysical tasks. However, the key predictive parameters are derived from binocular rivalry measurements. This could be a simple consequence of rivalry being our probe for short-term plasticity, or it could be indicative of binocular rivalry being highly informative of the functional properties of early visual cortex.
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